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Sometimes The Hare Wins, or Why I 
Like VZ Over TMUS For Now.

We all know that in the long run, the tortoise always wins the race. 
That is not to say that the hare does not lead for many stretches. The 
hare seems to be a better bet in the cellular wars for now, proving 
smaller and agile can out perform bigger and lumbering.

Most of us are familiar with the 3 leading US cellular companies, T-
mobile US (TMUS), AT&T (T), and Verizon (VZ).  This past year, with its 
acquisition of Sprint (S), T-mobile US cemented its place as leader in 
the US cellular providers. TMUS did this while immediately seeing a 
major boost in  Funds From Operations/share (FFO). 



However, FFO is only what is available cash flow if a company is not 
investing for growth. Free Cash Flow is what is available to distribute 
to shareholders without needing new debt to finance any of the 
dividend distributions.  It is the negative TMUS FCF/share compared to
the monster FCF/share that sways me to select Verizon as an EII Storm
Quality investment target for this time. 

Because T-Mobile US may quite possibly end up the leader of the 5G 
race within a few years, being able them to trim capital spending and 
convert more FFO into FCF, I am not ranking VZ as a Storm Portfolio 
ticker for the longer term. I do think for now and at least the next few 
years that VZ does have strength that merits Storm Portfolio quality 
however.  



Finally, I look at returns.  Total net return is one measure that is 
important. Income investors must always monitor that to be sure that 
dividend and other direct income is not a yield trap hiding erosion of 
total asset value.  TMUS is a clear leader in total net return for the 
past 3 years (and longer) due to strong share price appreciation. This 
makes it a strong favorite of growth investors. Even that has begun 
eroding however in the past several months.

As Income investors, we EII looks for positive total net return, but not 
always the winner in total growth. We require and focus on income, so 
dividend yield is very important along with a degree of total net return
above zero.  TMUS has no dividend so does not even leave the 
starting gate in this test. VZ has no competitor at all in TMUS for 
dividends but it is eclipsed by T in this regard. That is why T is already 
in EII portfolios and has been for several years.



In fact, again looking at total net return, we find VZ has consistently 
outpaced T even with its lower dividend yield. Verizon is therefore my 
clear Income choice for consistent dividend yield and comparative 
total net return combination of criteria, providing superior total net 
yields largely underlaid by strong dividends.  

Continuing with my usual analysis of dividend health, I see cash 
dividend payout ratios for both VZ and T to be very sustainable, with 
VZ's sub 50% ratio leaving room for growth even in years when 
bottom line growth may temporarily stall.



Verizon's $19.6 Billion in outlays for annual debt service, capital lease,
and dividends is easily covered by the $40.69 Billion FFO. These safe 
ratios and consistency even over the recent global economic roller-
coaster confirm dividend safety and reliable economic health.

Viewed on a per share basis, we see steady slow rise of FCF/share and
a strong rise in FFO in the current trend.



Fair Value Analysis & Appraisal:

YDP Fair Value for Verizon's current $2.51 annual dividend 
distributions at the 4.46% historical yield rate is $56.28.  The Guru 
Focus blended valuation model derived from traditional value metrics 
assigns a current value of $55.79, in close agreement with YDP. This 
gives a present $56.00 valuation strong confidence levels.  

The present $58.18, with shares on a sharp rising trend suggests a 
significant bubble is forming.



Covered Option Opportunities:

With VZ shares rising into bubble territory currently and significant 
downside support below the $56 fair value, at the $54 level range, 
consider writing the 109 day cash secured puts for 7/16/21 $55.00 @ 
$1.26 premium.  The premium reduces net break-even below that $54
support level as well as creating a good price entry point if shares are 
presented. Annualized yield rate on these puts is 7.85%.

The safe high dividend yield rate makes VZ of particular interest to 
own shares. A buy-write strategy would use the current market price 
buy at $58.18 combined with the concurrent write of 298 day covered 
calls using the 1/21/22 $60.00 @ $2.19 premium, for a net debit cost 
of $55.99. This puts our net cost basis right at fair value.  Yield rate for
the calls is 3.9% on the net debit cash investment. When combined 
with the 4.31% dividend, the total annual rate is then 8.21%. An 
additional intrinsic gain of $1.82 (3.25%) will be realized if shares are 
called away.

Although shares are ex-dividend for $0.6275 on 4/8/21, no attractive 
DOPA trade using either the 18 day 4/16/21 nor the 53 day 5/21/21 
deep in the money buy-write calls is apparent at this time.

Due to the very low call option yields more than $2 above current fast 
climbing market share price, current holders may wish to simply hold 
log shares for the moment and watch for better call premiums, or use 
trailing stop loss orders to auto liquidate should shares fall back 
significantly over the next several weeks.

     (OPTION CHAIN CHART ON NEXT PAGE)



Closing Thoughts:

The outlook for a near term broad market move to correction remains 
uncertain. We will want to watch closely for any techncial trend breaks
in the coming days, especially as earnings report for many sectors in 
the coming couple of weeks.

We still have not been able to recover a usable copy of much of the 
prior 6 year archive of EII reports from Seeking Alpha, but I am ready 
to open our new website and ask that you sign up for paid 
subscriptions within by the April 10, 2021 to remain active with our EII
service. Both monthly and annual (at a reduced rate) subscriptions are
available and can be completed via the website by credit card or 
paypal.  Those wishing to pay via CashApp or Transferwise can contact
me directly via email at boater805@gmail.com to make those 
arrangements.  All annual subscribers will be grand-fathered in at the 
current pricing rates with no future price raises so long as they remain
subscribed. Additionally., annual subscribers will get free access to any
expanded features EII develops going forward. Such as auto calculator



for option yields and contract sweet-spot identifier web pages, along 
with other tools.

Subscriptions will run from the first of each month and close at the 
end of the subscribed month period. Those starting mid-month will be 
provided reports back to the start of the month along with updated 
pricing of those ideas upon request.  This will make it simpler than 
pro-rating payments for partial months as Seeking Alpha accounting 
did.

I expect that with the expansion of a free trial to new users for a full 
month instead of the 2 weeks given by Seeking Alpha's Market Place 
system. That I will phase out the monthly subscription option, 
replacing it with a discounted 3 month subscription unit option by the 
end of this year.  Thank you all again for your continued interest and 
support of my work.  I look forward to working with each and all of you
going forward.

As always, I am available to discuss anything you wish. I remain in the
Tampa area for the next few weeks. Having had my 2nd vaccine shot, I 
would be glad to meet anyone for a beverage or meal.  Stay safe and 
well.

Richard

I am not a licensed securities dealer or advisor. The views here are solely my own and 
should not be considered or used for investment advice. As always, individuals should 
conduct any added research they wish, determine the suitability for their own situation, 
and perform their own due diligence before making any investment. 


